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bstract

Yard-scale landscape designs can influence environmental quality through effects on habitat, stormwater runoff, and water
uality. Native plant gardens may have ecological benefits, and previous research has shown that yards using these plants
an be designed in ways that people find attractive. This study examines whether people are willing to pay more for more
cologically benign designs than for a lawn. A contingent choice survey was conducted in southeast Michigan in which people
ere presented with four different yard designs (three of which included native plants) in three different settings, with different
onthly maintenance costs for each design. Respondents were asked to rank their choices of the yards while considering the
aintenance costs they were presented. Results suggest that people are willing to pay more for well-designed yards including

ative plants than for lawns, and that their increased willingness to pay exceeds any increase in costs associated with the native

lantings. These results should encourage homeowners, landscape designers, and the landscape plant industry to work with native
lants. In this study, people were willing to pay more for designs that present gains for the environment, without government
ntervention and without social cost.

2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

In parts of the world dominated by humans,
andscape design can have significant environmental

ffects. The aggregate effects of private landscapes can
nfluence habitat and water quality, among other envi-
onmental attributes. As a result, innovative landscapes
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hat incorporate ecologically beneficial land cover pat-
erns have been designed in multiple scales for private
ands (Nassauer, 1993). The yard scale, the property
ccupied by a single residential dwelling, is relatively
mall, but a mosaic of environmentally beneficial yards
an in the aggregate contribute to ecological health
Nassauer, 1997).
Currently, residential yards are primarily turf lawn.
awns can contribute to environmental problems,

ncluding high fossil energy use, high chemical input
se (such as pesticides, herbicides, and fertilizers),
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ealth problems related to those chemicals, solid waste,
igh water usage, water pollution, and decreased biodi-
ersity (Bormann et al., 1993, pp. 86–117; Templeton et
l., 1999). Alternative yard designs using native plants
ay require less external inputs and support more bio-

iversity (Northeastern Illinois Planning Commission,
998; Bormann et al., 1993; Diekelmann and Schuster,
002, pp. 1–8). On the other hand, ecologically healthy
andscapes are not always considered attractive. If alter-
ative landscape designs do not satisfy people’s views
f attractive landscapes, they will not install or support
hem.

Nassauer (1993) has found that yards incorporating
ative plants can be as attractive, or even more attrac-
ive, to homeowners as conventional yards that do not
nclude native plants. A next step in this research is to
valuate how people respond to these landscapes when
aced with them in a market situation. What people con-
ider attractive may not translate into what they would
e willing to purchase, because the prices of the alterna-
ives will affect the decision. Incorporating prices into
andscape perception research sets up a linkage among
cologically oriented function, aesthetic design, and
conomic choice. If consumers are willing to purchase
hese designs at prices that designers must charge to
un a viable business, then environmental gains can be
chieved through private markets.

If the environmental gains from these landscapes are
xpected to be significant, then the economics of these
esigns has implications for public versus private sector
oles in achieving these gains. If ecologically benefi-
ial landscapes are economically viable at their likely
osts, then private markets could be expected to offer
hese designs. In that case, it is possible for some envi-
onmental improvements to be achieved through the
rivate sector, without a need for public sector interven-
ion. Indeed, ecologically beneficial landscapes could
e a “win–win” situation: both homeowners and land-
cape providers willingly install these designs, and the
nvironment is improved with no additional public or
rivate actions. If, on the other hand, people’s willing-
ess to pay for these landscapes is less than their market
osts, then environmental improvements either have to
ome from other sources, or they must be made at net

ost to homeowners, to landscape providers, or some
ther source.

This study employs a valuation method that
xamines people’s willingness to pay for ecologically
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eneficial landscape designs. This method, known as
ontingent choice, uses survey responses to estimate
eople’s values for goods for which a market does not
currently) exist. Respondents are asked to rank their
references for goods with different attributes and
rices–in this case, yards with different levels of native
lantings. Examining people’s choices when attributes
nd prices are varied permits estimation of the trade-
ffs that people see between attributes and prices. That
radeoff becomes a measure of a person’s willingness
o pay for a specified change in the attribute.

This paper will first provide theoretical background
or the valuation exercise and the econometric model.

description of the survey design, survey area, data
ollection, and econometric model used for the study
ill follow. The next section will discuss the results,

ollowed by the conclusion.

. Measurement of willingness to pay in theory
nd practice

When economists measure the value of a good to
omeone, the price paid when a purchase is made is
nly a minimum estimate of that value; the consumer
as clearly willing to pay the market price, but she
ight have been willing to pay even more to have the

ood. Instead of using price as a measure of the value
f a good to a consumer, economists seek to estimate
onsumers’ willingness to pay (WTP), the maximum
mount that a person would pay to obtain a good. The
ifference between WTP and the actual purchase price
s pure gain to the consumer and is known as consumer
urplus. For marketed goods, WTP can be estimated
rom the demand curve for a good (the relationship
etween quantity purchased and the price at which that
uantity is purchased), since the demand curve mea-
ures how much consumers purchase as the market
rice changes.

For nonmarketed goods – either goods that are not
et on the market (such as new products) or goods not
raded in markets (such as most environmental goods)
it is not possible to estimate the demand curve based
n direct market behavior. It might nevertheless be

ossible to estimate this demand, either by “revealed
reference” methods that exploit the relationship of
he good to a privately marketed good (such as esti-

ating demand for neighborhood parks by looking at
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roperty values near the parks compared to those fur-
her away), or by “stated preference” methods, asking
eople about their behavior in a hypothetical scenario
nvolving the good (Freeman, 1993).1 Because stated
reference approaches are based on people’s responses
o hypothetical scenarios, it has been criticized as not
ruly capturing how people would behave when actu-
lly faced with the tradeoffs described (e.g., Diamond
nd Hausman, 1994). Some literature indicates that
eople’s stated willingness to pay exceeds their actual
illingness to pay (in situations where actual payments

re made) by a factor as much as 10, with the ratio
etween hypothetical and actual payments appearing
o be good-specific (List and Shogren, 2002). Others
ave found cases, though, where the results of a stated
reference study are close to those of a revealed pref-
rence analysis (Loomis and Helfand, 2001, Chapter
). “Hypothetical bias,” the potential exaggeration of
illingness to pay in hypothetical scenarios, is an active

ubject of research in environmental economics (e.g.,
ist, 2001; List et al., 2004).

Contingent choice was used here for several reasons.
irst, because the landscape designs examined here are
ot in common use, there are only limited possibilities
or doing a revealed preference analysis. Secondly, the
tated preference approach allows greater control over
he scenarios that respondents face; actual use of alter-
ative landscape designs is likely to vary tremendously.

In a contingent choice experiment, a consumer is
resented with two or more hypothetical options that
ary in their attributes. In the study here, for example, a
onsumer is faced with the choice between 1 yard with
traditional lawn and 3 yards with different propor-

ions of prairie garden, each with a different price for
urchase and maintenance. If the consumer chooses a
igher priced option, it is clear that, not only does she
refer that option, but she is willing to give up other
oods (through paying a higher price) to get it.

The theory underlying this experiment states that a
erson will rank the options according to the utility that
ach option provides to her. In other words, the utility

ssociated with the highest ranked choice is higher than
he utility of the second-ranked choice, which is ranked
igher than the utility of the third-ranked choice, and

1 Stated preference methods may also be used in situations where a
arket for the good exists, or where revealed preference methods can

e used for related markets, to assess the reliability of the method.
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o forth. The attributes and price of the good, as well
s a person’s characteristics, influence that decision.

Let Vih be the maximum utility of individual i asso-
iated with alternative h, with a total of H alternatives
that is, Vih is the indirect utility function2). The indi-
ect utility Vih associated with choice h depends on
he levels of environmental quality (Eh), the cost of h
Ch), individual income (Yi), and personal characteris-
ics (Si). In general form, this equation may be written
s:

ih = Vih(Eh, Yi − Ch, Si) (1)

or the work presented here, a linear indirect utility
unction is assumed:

ih = β0 + β1Eh + β2(Ch − Yi) + β3Si (2)

Cost less income is used in this formulation to match
he actual empirical specification, where cost of the
lternative enters as a positive number in the equation.)

Willingness to pay (WTP) for one alternative com-
ared to another is defined as the difference in income
the amount someone would be willing to pay) that
ould lead to constant utility between the two choices,

ince an individual should be indifferent between two
lternatives that provide the same level of utility. For
xample, suppose that person i with the linear indirect
tility function in (2) faces a choice between alter-
atives A and B. Since WTP for alternative B com-
ared to alternative A is defined as the change in cost
CA − CB = �C) for a change in environmental quality
EA − EB = �E) required to make i indifferent between
he two, then

iA = β0 + β1EA + β2(CA − Yi) + β3Si = UiB

= β0 + β1EB + β2(CB − Yi) + β3Si (3)

hich, after some rearrangement, produces
C/�E = −β1/β2. Any factors that are identical

etween the two equations, such as the intercept
ormulation, do not affect WTP, since they drop out
f the calculation when the utilities are equated.

2 The indirect utility function is derived from maximizing a utility
unction subject to a budget constraint. The resulting demand deci-
ions, when substituted back into the original utility function, provide
monetary measure of utility that is a function of the prices of goods,

ncome, personal characteristics, and attributes of the goods.
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emaining for the calculation are differences in
nvironmental quality between the alternatives, and
ifferences in the costs of the alternatives.

This calculation can include individual character-
stics and other demographic variables if they are
nteracted with cost or other choice-specific variables
Lareau and Rae, 1989). For instance, in the application
resented here, variations on the following specifica-
ion are used:

ih = β0 + β1Eh + β2Ch + β3
Ch

Yi

+β4SiEh + β5SiCh (4)

nce again, WTP is �C/�E, but now the specific form
s more complex:

�C

�E
= −(β1 + β4Si)

[β2 + β3/Yi + β5Si]
(5)

In the study here, respondents were asked to rank
our choices (the traditional yard and three alternative
esigns) with different costs per month associated with
ach. The parameters of the indirect utility function
an be estimated from the rankings that people give the
lternatives. If the indirect utility function Uih and thus
he choices associated with it have some error associ-
ted with it, then, under the assumptions that error terms
re independently and identically distributed with an
xtreme-value distribution, the probability of a specific
anking of choices 1 through H occurring can be cal-
ulated as (Beggs et al., 1981):

rob[Ui1 > Ui2 > · · · > UiH ]

=
H∏

h=1

⎧⎨
⎩

exp(Vih)[∑H
j=h exp(Vij)

]
⎫⎬
⎭ (6)

or estimating the parameters (the βs ins the above
quations), the rank-ordered logit model, an extension
f multinomial logit for ranked data, is used to esti-
ate the parameters that maximize the likelihood of

he ranking the respondents choose. Logit models are
ne form of limited dependent variable model—that
s, a model where the dependent variable is a discrete
hoice rather than a continuous variable. Multinomial

ogit estimates the likelihood that an individual will
hoose one of several choices, but it does not take into
ccount the rankings of choices other than the first: it
ould be known, for instance, if Ui1 > UiK, where K

o
l
r
i
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epresents all choices other than choice 1, but there is
o information about the relative rankings of choices
ther than choice 1: that is, it does not consider whether
hoice 2 is preferred to choice 3. In contrast, the rank-
rdered logit model incorporates the hierarchy of utility
rom all choices.

The rank-ordered logit model was developed by
eggs et al. (1981) to estimate the potential demand

or electric cars. Lareau and Rae (1989) extended it
o incorporate characteristic and demographic vari-
bles in their study of WTP for diesel odor reduction.
ther uses of this approach include Garrod and Willis

1997) for non-use value of enhancing forest diver-
ity; Georgiou et al. (2000) for the value of inner-city
ater quality improvement; Mackenzie (1993) for the
alue of hunting trips; and Garrod and Willis (1998)
or amenity value for inland waterways. Other appli-
ations are summarized in Layton (1995); theoretical
ssues are explained in Hanemann and Kanninen (1999)
nd Train (2003).

In all cases presented here, the baseline alternative
o which other yard designs were compared is the tradi-
ional lawn. The regressions resulting from this analysis
an be used directly to estimate the probability that a
erson with specified characteristics will choose one of
set of two or more goods. WTP can then be estimated

rom the estimated equation by finding �C/�E (where
E represents shifting from the traditional lawn to the

lternative design) for the specific function used, the
ifference in price necessary to achieve a 50% prob-
bility that a person with average characteristics will
urchase the good. At that probability, the person is
qually likely to choose either option and is thus indif-
erent between the choices. The price that makes the
erson indifferent between the options is the maximum
hat she would pay for the more desirable option.

Details are provided in Appendix A. The regression
nalysis used LIMDEP© 7.0.

. Survey design

The survey was designed based on conditions in
outheast Michigan, an area experiencing a great deal

f housing development in exurban areas, typically on
and that had been in agricultural production. As a
esult, the rivers of the area have seen deterioration
n their biological integrity (Roth et al., 1996). Yard
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esigns adopting native plants are rarely used. Land-
cape designers, homeowners, and local governments
ither may be unaware of more ecologically beneficial
esigns for yards, may dislike them, may not believe
hat these designs are marketable, or may face state
r local ordinances that discourage the use of these
esigns.

This research is based on Nassauer’s past research
Nassauer, 1992, 1993, 1995a,b, 1997, 2004) on the
ultural sustainability of ecological design. According
o this theory, ecologically beneficial landscape designs
hat also are valued for their appearance are more likely
o exist over the long term in a human-dominated land-
cape. Using digital simulations depicting residential
andscapes with varying degrees of these characteris-
ics, Nassauer (1993) found that “care,” “neatness,” and
naturalness” were significant predictors for the attrac-
iveness of landscape designs, some of which included
ative plants in residential yards.

In this research, respondents were asked to rate
are, neatness, naturalness, attractiveness, and pride
n 1–7 scale bipolar adjective scales (good care–poor
are, neat–messy, and natural–artificial).3 Pride was
ncluded as a new perception variable to test the hypoth-
sis that people preferred yards of which they were
roud.

Both the landscape preference and contingent
hoice parts of the survey used three cases: two terres-
rial front yards and one back yard on a shoreline. The
wo front yards, each with a different house, provided
ome idea of the role of the house in people’s percep-
ions of the yards. The shoreline back yard was included
artly because it is a very different setting from the
ther two, and partly because changing shoreline veg-
tation might have a more ecologically influential effect
han changing terrestrial vegetation in a front yard.

This study follows Nassauer (1993) in using digital
imulations for the design treatments to be studied. In
ach case (the two front yards and the back yard), the
espondent was presented with four simulations show-
ng different yards for the same house. The choices

resented were: (1) traditional lawn, (2) 50% prairie
arden, (3) 75% prairie garden, and (4) 75% prairie gar-
en with additional native shrubs. Within these param-

3 To promote thoughtful answers, the inverse scale was used for
ttractiveness and care (i.e. 1 is the highest and 7 is the lowest). The
rder of the attributes was also randomized.
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ters, each of the experimental treatments was designed
o display the “cues to care” identified in past research
Nassauer, 1995), since attractive designs are likely
o be the ones people would consider installing. The
mages for the two front yards were a subset of the
mages used in the 1993 study, while the images for
he back yard were created for the current study using
he same concepts as were used in the development of
he previous images.

This study was intended to test whether the propor-
ion of native plant garden areas in turf-dominated res-
dential landscapes affected public perception because
roportion of turf has been found to affect public per-
eptions (Nassauer, 1993; Gobster and Westphal, 2004;
yan, 2000). It is widely known that native plants

n metropolitan landscapes typically are perceived as
essy and unattractive (Nassauer, 1995; Ryan, 1997;
arro and Bright, 1998; Gobster and Hull, 2000). To

est for effect of proportion of native plant gardens, the
xperimental designs controlled for other design char-
cteristics that could affect perceived attractiveness.
arden plant composition to emphasize flowers, clear
iews through to doors, mowing near the street—all of
hese “cues to care” were employed in all treatments
sed in this survey (Nassauer, 1997). Consequently,
ata could be used to test the theory of cultural sus-
ainability by measuring whether landscapes that had
cological benefits and were designed to be attractive
ould indeed be perceived as attractive—so that people
ould be willing to pay more to have them.
This study is not designed to indicate that landscapes

ith native plants are superior to all landscapes that use
ore traditional plants. Rather, it can provide informa-

ion on whether it is possible to design yards with native
lants that people are willing to purchase.

Prices were estimated for each of the landscape
esigns by contacting professional landscape installa-
ion and maintenance firms in the southeast Michigan,
he study area. They were asked to provide informa-
ion on both the installation costs and the monthly

aintenance costs; these are presented in Table 1. The
nstallation costs were averaged on a per-month basis
ver 5 years and added to the maintenance cost to give
n estimated monthly total cost. The ranges from the

esigners yielded a high and low estimate for each yard
reatment. For the prices used as response items in the
urvey, the range of prices was further broadened to
ncrease variety, and then sets of random prices from
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Table 1
Monthly cost of each yard

Cost Typical lawn
(Yard A)

50% Prairie
(Yard B)

75% Prairie
(Yard C)

75% Prairie plus
shrub (Yard D)

Install range (turf) ($) 1400–2000 1400–2000 700–1000* 700–1000*

Install range (prairie) ($) N/A 2880–3000 2880–3000 3180–3300**

Maintenance range ($) 700–1000 1000–1200 700–1000 700–1000
Minimum total cost, 5 years ($) 4900 9280 7080 7380
Minimum average monthly cost over 5 years ($) 82 155 118 123
Maximum total cost, 5 years ($) 7000 11,000 9000 9300
Maximum average monthly cost over 5 years ($) 117 183 150 155
R
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Second, this paper reports on the willingness-to-pay
analysis that was only one aspect of the larger project

5 The target population for the larger project consisted of home-
owners and people who were not homeowners but who were looking
to buy a home now or within 5 years in the upper Midwest, who
might be familiar with Midwestern residential landscapes such as
those shown in the images. A targeted opportunity sample of this
population was obtained for the paper version of the survey through
cold calling of local community groups in southeast Michigan, such
ange used in survey ($) 75–130

* These are based on 1 acre. Because the yard is less than 1 acre, t
** Includes estimated shrub costs of $300.

hat range were generated. Different survey respon-
ents saw one set of prices from several different sets
f prices that were generated.4 As will be discussed
urther below, the range of prices is used to examine
ow people’s choices are affected by the amount they
ould spend on the landscape.
Respondents were provided with following back-

round information on the landscape designs.
These yards include different amounts of lawn,

rairie garden, shrubs, and trees. The lawn is turf grass.
f the yard is only lawn, then the trees and shrubs are
on-native. The lawn may take 6 months to 1 year to
ecome established.

The prairie garden consists of wildflowers and
rasses with native shrubs and trees. The prairie garden
ttracts more wildlife than the lawn. If the yard has a
rairie garden the trees and shrubs are native plants.
he prairie garden may take up to 3 years to become
stablished.

Maintenance of the lawn includes annual pruning of
he trees and shrubs, autumn raking, weekly mowing
f the lawn, and yearly fertilization. Maintenance of
he prairie garden includes mowing the prairie garden
very few years.

For each case, respondents faced four simulated

hotos of the same house seen with different lawn treat-
ents on one page. In one part of the survey, they were

hen asked to rate the attributes; in another part, the

4 As will be discussed further below, the survey was administered
oth in person, using paper surveys, and in a web-based form. For
he paper survey, each respondent saw one of three different sets of
rices; for the web survey, the prices presented were 1 of 20 sets of
rices.
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135–190 110–158 123–162

high estimate.

hoto display included a monthly price associated with
ach, and respondents were asked to rank their choices
f the yards.

Two issues must be discussed related to data collec-
ion. First, the survey was administered in two ways.
t was initially designed to be presented to a live audi-
nce, with the photo simulations presented as a slide
how and people filling out their responses on a paper
orm.5 A total of 123 paper surveys were collected.
ater, this survey was put onto a web site, with 314

espondents filling out their choices on the computer.6

Total responses are 480, including 43 no-record data.)
t is possible that responses might differ because of the
ifferent formats. These differences were explored and
ound not to be important statistically.
s churches, environmental organizations, and even a group of natur-
sts.

6 For the web survey, the targeted opportunity sample of this popu-
ation was obtained via web links from news outlets and community
eb sites in southeast Michigan, email advertising to a statewide

nvironmental electronic mail list server, and an informational arti-
le in the Ann Arbor, Michigan, local newspaper. This resulted in a
espondent sample concentrated in southeast Michigan, but that also
ncluded scattered respondents throughout the state, several from
ther states in the upper Midwest, and a few from states outside the
idwest.
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Table 2
Demographic data for the sample

Characteristic Description Yard sample Total sample Census

Gender % of male 30.04 37.26 49.7

Property % Homeowner 92.65 85.56 57

Envgrp % Belonging to an environmental group 46.53 47.74 NA

Age Mean 45.27 44.74 NA
Median 45 44 31.3

Annual income Under $30,000 3.74% 6.08% 27.68%
$30.000–49,999 18.22% 18.54% 20.30%
$50,000–79,999 28.97% 27.96% 23.61%
$80,000–119,999 31.31% 31.61% 15.39%
$120,000–199,999 13.08% 12.46% 9.60%
$200,000–349,999 4.21% 3.04% 3.51%
Over $350,000 0.47% 0.03%

Mean $89,814

Education Elementary 0.00% 0.00% 2.39%
Middle school 0.00% 0.00% 5.19%
High school 2.09% 3.05% 17.26%
Some college 14.23% 15.79% 26.55%
Bachelors degree 31.80% 30.47% 24.57%

*
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Some graduate training
Graduate degree

Washtenaw county data were constructed from U.S. Census 2000.

oals for the survey, which required respondents from
any different perspectives in order to understand the

erspectives of the general public. In contrast, the most
redible WTP estimates would be expected to come
nly from people who are likely to be facing the actual
radeoffs presented in the survey—that is, people in the

arket for installing a new yard design. Consequently,
his economic analysis uses only a sub-sample of all
urvey respondents—those who were most likely to
e in the market for or knowledgeable about making
ecisions about landscape designs for their yards, those
ho identified themselves as homeowners and tenants
lanning to buy a house within 5 years. As a result,
he data set for the economic analysis included 245
espondents.

Table 2 provides demographic data for the whole
ample (Total), the sub-sample used for the yard analy-
is (Yard), and for the population of Washtenaw County
s a whole (Census). (Washtenaw County, whose

argest city is Ann Arbor, was the center of the study.)
t shows that the sample used for the yard analysis was
ore female, better educated, older, and wealthier than

he average resident of Washtenaw County. Because it

r
l
i

14.64% 14.40%
37.24% 36.29% 24.03%

s likely that suburban and exurban homeowners are
ore educated, older, and wealthier than average resi-

ents, this sample may be more appropriate than a truly
andom sample of Washtenaw County residents.

For each case, the respondent ranked the digital sim-
lations of the yard designs with their associated costs
er month, expressed as an increase in cost relative to
he traditional lawn. Thus, the dependent variable is a
anked choice among four alternatives, with the price
ifference between the traditional lawn and the alter-
ative design as an independent variable.

. Results

Two specifications were used in the final regression
see Tables 3–5). Specification I includes only price and
hoice dummies; II, an extended version of I, incorpo-
ates variables reflecting characteristics of individuals.
As previously described, Cases 1 and 2 are the two
eplicates of the street front yards; Case 3 is the shore-
ine back yard. Yard A is a conventional lawn, Yard B
s 50% prairie garden, Yard C is 75% prairie garden,
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Table 3
Regression results for Case 1

Variable I Coefficient II Coefficient

Price ($/month) −0.0122*** (−16.95) −0.0115*** (−5.02)
Envgrp × price (member = 1; no = 0) 0.0000 (0.01)
Age × price −0.0002 (−1.64)
Gender × price (female = 1; male = 0) −0.0008 (−0.35)
Property × price (home owner = 1; no = 0) 0.0074 (1.65)
Price/income ($/$1000) −0.0214*** (−6.01)
A B 1.4899*** (10.51) 1.4628*** (8.65)
A C 1.6854*** (11.92) 1.6665*** (9.88)
A D 1.1485*** (7.97) 1.2503*** (7.26)
Unrestricted log-likelihood −587.9959 −519.4119
Restricted log-likelihood −648.6864 −648.6864
Number of observations 227 202
Likelihood ratio test 121.3810 258.5490
P 0.09

T cted log
*

a
a

p
n
a
p
c
i
c
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t

d
i
a
C
F
w
d
1

T
R

V

P
E
A
G
P
P
A
A
A
U
R
N
L
P

T
*

seudo-R2

he asymptotic t-values are in parentheses. Pseudo-R2 = 1–(unrestri
** Levels of statistical significance are P < 0.001.

nd Yard D is composed of 75% prairie garden plus
dditional native shrubs.

In all three cases, in both regression forms, all the
rice and yard dummy variables are statistically sig-
ificant with the predicted signs, indicating that people
re responsive to price and that they are willing to
ay more for the alternative designs compared to the
onventional lawn. Table 6 provides the change in will-

ngness to pay relative to the conventional lawn for each
ase and each yard (details of the calculation are in the
ppendix A). WTPs for each yard are robust across

he specifications. In all cases, average WTP for the

f
t
p
m

able 4
egression results for Case 2

ariable I Co

rice ($/month) −0.0
nvgrp × price (member = 1; no = 0)
ge × price
ender × price (female = 1; male = 0)
roperty × price (home owner = 1; no = 0)
rice/income ($/$1000)

B 1.70
C 1.79
D 1.30

nrestricted log-likelihood −56
estricted log-likelihood −63
umber of observations 227
ikelihood ratio test 138.
seudo-R2 0.10

he asymptotic t-values are in parentheses. Pseudo-R2 = 1–(unrestricted log
** Levels of statistical significance are P < 0.001.
36 0.1993

likelihood/restricted log likelihood).

esigns including prairie gardens is positive, suggest-
ng that people are willing to pay a premium for these
lternatives. The preference order for the yard types is
, B, D, A for Cases 1 and 2, and D, C, B, A for Case 3.
or the most part, Cases 1 and 2 show similar results,
hile the results for Case 3, the shoreline backyard, are
ifferent. The consistency of the results between Cases
and 2 suggests greater reliability in these findings
or front yards; the results for Case 3 do not contradict
he implications of these results for the desirability of
rairie gardens, but they suggest that different settings
ay influence the details of the results.

efficient II Coefficient

135*** (−18.31) −0.0209*** (−9.23)
−0.0003 (−0.14)
0.0000 (0.32)
0.0040 (1.68)
0.0020 (0.48)
−0.0154*** (−4.95)

10*** (11.83) 1.7166*** (9.83)
69*** (12.46) 1.8819*** (10.79)
11*** (8.71) 1.3856*** (7.75)
1.9099 −489.0798
0.9831 −630.9831

201
1464 283.8066
95 0.2249

likelihood/restricted log likelihood).
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Table 5
Regression results for Case 3

Variable I Coefficient II Coefficient

Price ($/month) −0.0147*** (−18.45) −0.0407*** (−15.44)
Envgrp × price (member = 1; no = 0) 0.0006 (0.25)
Age × price 0.0000 (−0.06)
Gender × price (female = 1; male = 0) 0.0044 (1.72)
Property × price (home owner = 1; no = 0) 0.0232*** (4.94)
Price/income ($/$1000) −0.0094** (−2.95)
A B 1.5126*** (10.16) 1.5456*** (8.29)
A C 2.0315*** (13.59) 2.1178*** (11.35)
A D 2.1059*** (13.77) 2.2506*** (11.67)
Unrestricted log-likelihood −526.3843 −447.8752
Restricted log-likelihood −604.5438 −604.5438
Number of observations 224 198
Likelihood ratio test 156.3190 313.3372
Pseudo-R2 0.1293 0.2592

T cted log

*
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t

he asymptotic t-values are in parentheses. Pseudo-R2 = 1–(unrestri
** Levels of statistical significance are P < 0.01.
** Levels of statistical significance are P < 0.001.

Regression II includes a range of demographic vari-
bles that might influence WTP. Only the coefficient
f price/income is statistically significant (along with
variable identifying property owners for Case 3). As

he monthly cost increases as a fraction of income, the
ikelihood of an individual preferring that alternative
ecreases. In other words, income levels matter in will-

ngness to pay for these alternative designs.

The coefficient of envgrp × price is not significant
n any of the regressions: in other words, environ-

ental group membership does not appear to affect

able 6
TP per house ($/month)

ase Variable Model I Model II

B over A 122.01*** (17.42) 113.06*** (17.46)
C over A 138.02*** (18.23) 128.80*** (18.28)
D over A 94.05*** (16.02) 96.63*** (16.35)

B over A 126.09*** (16.14) 114.91*** (15.21)
C over A 133.20*** (16.61) 125.98*** (15.93)
D over A 96.45*** (15.20) 92.76*** (14.74)

B over A 102.90*** (14.60) 95.13*** (14.36)
C over A 138.20*** (16.38) 130.35*** (16.11)
D over A 143.26*** (16.64) 138.52*** (16.60)

efer to Appendix A for details of calculation of WTP. Standard
rrors are shown in parentheses. The asymptotic variances of WTP
ere estimated by the delta method based on a truncated Taylor series

xpansion. Refer to Hanemann and Kanninen (1999), pp. 334–336
or details.
** Levels of statistical significance are P < 0.001.

(
g
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likelihood/restricted log likelihood).

TP. In contrast, Nassauer (1993) found that ecologi-
al knowledge affects people’s perception values, using
nvironmental group membership as a proxy for eco-
ogical knowledge. The lack of statistical significance
ere may suggest that more ecological knowledge is not
irectly related to higher WTP. This finding is consis-
ent with a study of yard chemical use in San Francisco
Templeton et al., 1999). In this study, environmental
roup membership substantially increased the proba-
ility of chemical use (on average about 1.7 times). The
uthors suggest that “members of environmental orga-
izations enjoy nuisance pest reductions, better looking
ards, or more productive gardens more than others
ecause, in spite of possibly stronger concerns about
hemical runoff and exposure, they value outdoor envi-
onments more and take more precautions than others.”
hey also refer to a similar result in Seattle and all other
arts of King County, Washington from 1992 to 1994,
hich found that “the percentage of households that
sed pesticides increased most among those with the
ost ‘pro-environment’ attitudes and behaviors” (DDI,

995, cited in Templeton et al., 1999).
From a policy perspective, as discussed above, the

bility of private markets to provide these ecologi-
ally beneficial results depends on whether individuals’
TP exceeds the costs of installing and maintaining
hese yard designs. Table 7 compares the range of WTP
stimates to the range of cost estimates for the yard
esigns. Net WTP (WTP less cost) is positive in all but
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Table 7
Net WTP increase ($/month)

Yard Case 1 Case 2 Case 3

B
Range of WTP increase over A ($) 113–122 115–126 95–103
Range of cost increasea ($) 2–101 2–101 2–101
Range of net WTPb ($) 12–120 14–124 −6–101

C
Range of WTP increase over A ($) 129–138 126–133 130–138
Range of cost increasea ($) 1–74 1–74 1–74
Range of net WTPb ($) 55–137 52–132 56–137

D
Range of WTP increase over A ($) 94–97 93–96 139–143
Range of cost increasea ($) 6–73 6–73 6–73
Range of net WTPb ($) 21–91 20–90 66–137

between
f rnative

minim
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a The maximum value is calculated from Table 1 as the difference
or the lawn; the minimum value uses the minimum cost for the alte
b The maximum is the maximum WTP less the minimum cost; the

ne case, where the minimum estimated WTP is com-
ared to the maximum cost estimate; in that case, the
stimated range for net WTP is very large, and most
f the range is positive. For Cases 1 and 2, net WTP
or Yard C (75% prairie garden) is highest, whereas
et WTP for Yard D (75% prairie garden plus native
hrubs) is highest for Case 3 (shoreline back yard).

Some qualifications are appropriate for these results.
ecause the alternative landscape designs are mar-
etable goods, a typical economic assumption is that, if
eople are willing to pay for them, they should appear
n the market. Nevertheless, they are not in common
se. It is reasonable to wonder whether the results pre-
ented here do not actually reflect consumer desires,
r whether there are currently obstacles to the market
vailability of these designs. One possible reason that
he results here may not reflect actual behavior is, as
iscussed earlier in this paper, hypothetical bias—the
endency of people to overstate their willingness to pay
or a good in hypothetical situations. If people respond
ith hypothetical bias, then the results here may over-

stimate people’s willingness to pay for these designs.
mong possible reasons that there may be obstacles

o their introduction include local ordinances or sub-
ivision rules that limit the kinds of plantings used
n yards, or lack of understanding about the instal-

ation and maintenance of these designs, or lack of
ative plants in the wholesale and retail nursery trade.
hile the results presented here should not be con-

idered absolute evidence of the marketability of these

d

p
l

the maximum cost for the alternative design and the minimum cost
design and the maximum cost for the lawn.
um is the minimum WTP less the maximum cost.

andscapes, they are suggestive that homeowners may
espond positively to marketing of these landscapes.

. Conclusion

This paper estimated willingness to pay for yard
esigns with ecological characteristics superior to
hose of a standard lawn. While previous research has
hown that these yards can be designed to be estheti-
ally pleasing, this study extends those results to show
hat people are willing to pay a premium for these
esigns as well. It is thus possible for private markets
o provide ecological improvements, without policy
ntervention, in the absence of policies that restrict
he use of these designs and in the presence of land-
cape designers knowledgeable about these designs. In
ome cases, institutional barriers (such as homeown-
rs’ association rules or local ordinances) may limit
he use of these designs; in these cases, government
r association action may be necessary to permit these
andscapes. When landscape designers are not knowl-
dgeable about these designs, there may be a role either
or new entrants to the market, for greater training in
hese designs in landscape architecture programs, or
or extension work from universities to designers to

emonstrate these possibilities.

The desirability of these yards in general may in
art be due to the fact that the prairie garden simu-
ations used in this study were specifically designed
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o be esthetically pleasing. Though on first blush this
pproach may appear to be “stacking the deck” in favor
f these designs, in fact it helps to demonstrate that
areful design can lead to popular acceptance of eco-
ogically beneficial yard patterns.

Nevertheless, the results here highlight the impor-
ance of setting for these results. The differences in
esults between Cases 1 and 2 (the terrestrial front
ards) and Case 3 (the shoreline back yard) suggests
hat responses to these landscapes depend on their
hysical context.

Finally, it is important to repeat some of the limi-
ations of this study. It was conducted based on simu-
ations specifically appropriate for southeast Michigan
that is, using plantings appropriate for this setting),
nd the population sampled in this research was not
arefully targeted toward those in the market for new
ards (because of the mixed objectives of the dif-
erent parts of the survey instrument). Additionally,
ecause it is based on hypothetical scenarios, there
ay be some tendency for respondents to overstate

heir willingness to pay. While the results presented
ere cannot be considered to apply generally to use of
ative plantings in other parts of the world (or even
he U.S.), the consistency and statistical power of the

TP results does suggest a willingness on the part
f many people in the upper Midwest of the U.S.
or the adoption of more ecologically beneficial yard
esigns.
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ppendix A. Calculation of willingness to pay
WTP)
As discussed in the text, the calculation of WTP for
ach yard type was based on two different regression
odels, here called I and II. Model I, the simplest, only

D

F

an Planning 78 (2006) 229–240 239

ncludes price and dummy variables that represent the
ifferent yards compared to the baseline, the traditional
awn. Model II adds demographic variables interacted
ith price as explanatory variables.
Section II of the paper describes the theory behind

he WTP calculations. The specific calculations are: in
odel I,

TP = �C

�E
= −coefficient on yard dummy

coefficient on price

n model II,

TP = �C

�E

= − coefficient on yard dummy

[coefficient on price + (coefficient

on price/income)/income

+ ∑
(coefficients on characteristics

×characteristics values)]

In model II, WTP depends on income and personal
haracteristics of individuals. Average WTP is esti-
ated by using the average income and characteristics

f the relevant population. As described in the paper,
he calculations developed here use the means from the
ample used in the analysis, on the basis that the sample
s more representative of the relevant population than
sing mean population characteristics for Washtenaw
ounty, the study site. These values are in Table 2.
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